Abstract. A Multi-Agent based approach to clustering using a generic Multi-Agent Data Mining (MADM) framework is described. The process use a collection of agents, running several different clustering algorithms, to determine a "best" cluster configuration. The issue of determining the most appropriate configuration is a challenging one, and is addressed in this paper by considering two metrics, total Within Group Average Distance (WGAD) to determine cluster cohesion, and total Between Group Distance (BGD) to determine separation. The proposed process is implemented using the MASminer MADM framework which is also introduced in this paper. Both the clustering technique and MASminer are evaluated. Comparison of the two "best fit" measures indicates that WGAD can be argued to be the most appropriate metric.
Introduction
In this paper we describe a multi-agent based approach to clustering, that harnesses the processing power of a collection of "clustering" agents, to produce a "best" set of clusters given a particular clustering problem. The motivation for the work is that there is no clear, general purpose, best clustering algorithm suited to all data. It is suggested that a Multi-Agent System (MAS) based approach provides a good solution to the generic problem of finding a best set of clusters. The approach allows for a collection of clustering agents to collaborate to produce a "best" cluster configuration. This entails a number of research challenges. The first is the operation of the desired MAS based clustering, i.e. the nature of the MAS environment, and the coordination and communication mechanisms to be used. The second is how to define what is meant by a "best" cluster configuration, and then use this definition within a MAS framework.
To address the first issue the research team have developed a Multi-Agent Data Mining (MADM) environment, called MASminer. MASminer is still under development and is designed to support generic forms of data mining, however a demonstration version is in operation. MASminer has been built on earlier work directed at generic MADM, such as EMADS [1] ; but is distinctive in that it uses an ontology based communication mechanism, OntoDM as opposed to the "hard coded" utterances required by systems such as EMADS. A full description of the MASminer architecture is included in this paper.
The second issue is more difficult to address. The accuracy of a set of clusters can of course be evaluated by comparing the derived results with a set of known results as in the case of supervised learning. However, this requires provision of pre-labelled data so that a training set can be presented to the clustering system, from which labelled clusters can be generated, which can then be evaluated using a test set. The pre-labelling of data entails an undesirable overhead, unsupervised learning is therefore more desirable. However, in this case suitable measures must be adopted to determine the appropriateness of a generated cluster configuration. Two measures are considered and compared in this paper, total Within Group Average Distance (WGAD) and total Between Group Distance (BGD). The main contributions of this paper are thus as follows:
-A generic approach to multi-agent based clustering to identify a best set of clusters using a collection of "clustering agents". -An overview of MASminer, a generic MADM environment that uses a "bespoke" data mining ontology, OntoDM. -A comparison of two measures, WGAD and BGD, to identify the most appropriate set of clusters for a given clustering problem.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. A review of previous work conducted in the field of generic MADM and multi-agent based clustering is presented in Section 2. The WGAD and BGD measures are presented in Section 3. The MASminer environment, together with an overview of OntoDM, is introduced in Section 4; and the multi-agent based clustering process in Section 5. The use of the WGAD and BGD measures, are evaluated in Section 6. Section 7 then presents some conclusions.
Previous Work
There are a number of reported MADM systems in the literature. These are mostly directed at specific data mining tasks or applications. One example is that of Baazaoui Zghal et al. [3] who developed a MADM directed at geographic data. The objective was to generate a Knowledge Base (KB), using data mining processes, and then to use this KB to support decision making by end users.
A number of agent-based approaches directed at clustering have also been reported in the literature. The earliest reported systems are PADMA [7] and PA-PYRUS [4] . The aim of these systems is to achieve the integration of knowledge discovered from different sites with a minimum amount of network communication and a maximum amount of local computation. PADMA is used to generate hierarchical clusters in the context of document categorisation. Agents are employed for local data accessing and analysis. All local clusters are collected at the central site to generate the global clusters. PAPYRUS [4] is a clustering MAS where both data and results can be moved between agents according to given MAS strategies.
A more recent MAS approach to clustering is the KDEC scheme proposed by Klusch et al. [8] . KDEC is a distributed density-based clustering algorithm. Reed et al. [10] proposed a MAS for the distributed clustering of text documents which assigns new, incoming, documents to clusters. The objective was to improve the accuracy and the relevancy of information retrieval processes. Cen et al. [5] describe an eCommerce application of clustering founded on MADM. Cen et al. used the well know Apriori algorithm to analyse the interests of eCommerce WWW site users with respect to the characteristic of the website and the time spent at the website. A clustering mechanism was then used to group users according to this analysis. To the best knowledge of the authors the most recently reported MAS clustering system is JABAT [6] . JABAT is a MAS for both distributed and non-distributed clustering (based on the K-means algorithm). JABAT is of note in the context of this paper because it also uses ontologies to define the vocabularies and semantics for the content of message exchange among agents. The distinguishing feature between these systems and the system described in this paper is that they are tied to a particular clustering technique.
There are very few reported examples of generic MADM systems. EMADS (the Extendible Multi-Agent Data Mining Framework) [1] is one example. The objective of EMADS was to provide an easily extendable framework which can integrate new DM techniques and data sources in a distributed infrastructure and collaborative environment. From the literature EMADS has been demonstrated using two data mining scenarios: distributed ARM and Classification. The best classifier fitted to a particular data set is identified in the second scenario. A fixed protocol is used in EMADS to facilitate shared agent understanding, whereas MASminer uses a more accessible ontology based approach in order to achieve generic MADM.
Quality Measures
Different clustering algorithms provide different cluster results depending on the characteristics of the data set and the input parameters for defining groups (clusters). The validity of a generated cluster configuration can be evaluated in a number of ways. Two of the most popular are cohesion and separation [11] . Cohesion is used to measure the compactness ("tightness") of clusters. Separation is a measures of the distinctiveness of a cluster with respect to other clusters.
There are a number of techniques where by cohesion and separation can be calculated, these include density-based, graph-based and prototype-based approaches. For example, using the graph-based approach the cohesion of clusters is defined as the sum of the weights of the links among points in the cluster. Separation is then measured by computing the sum of the weights of the links from points in one cluster to points in other clusters. In the work described here the prototype-(centroid-or medoid-) based approach has been adopted because it has a lower computational overhead in the context of the proposed approach. Using the prototype-based approach the cohesion of a cluster is measured in terms of the sum of the weights of the links from the prototype to points in the cluster. The separation between two clusters is then measured in terms of the sum of the weights of the links among the prototypes of two clusters. This is illustrated in Figure 1 where an asterisk ( * ) represents a centroid of a cluster. More specifically, in this paper, total Within Group Average Distance (WGAD) is used to determine cohesion [9] , and total Between Group Distance (BGD) to determine separation. WGAD is the sum of the average distance of a cluster centroid, c i , to each data point (x) in the cluster. The lower the WGAD the greater the compactness (cohesiveness) of the cluster. The total WGAD of a given cluster configuration is defined as:
where K is the number of clusters and m i is the number of data points in cluster i. BGD is then the sum of the distance of each cluster centroid, c i , to the overall centroid, c. The higher the total BGD of a cluster configuration the greater the separated of the clusters from one another. The total BGD of a given cluster configuration is defined as:
Thus, to identify a "best" cluster configuration, we wish to minimise the WGAD and maximise the BGD to achieve a best degree of cohesion and separation.
MADM Framework
MASminer is designed to be a generic MADM environment. As such it comprises five categories of agent: (i) User Agents, (ii) Task Agents, (iii) Data Mining (Clustering) Agents, (iv) Data Agents, and (v) Validation Agents. User Agents are the interface between end users, who wish to conduct some data miming activity, and the MASminer environment. There is typically one User Agent per MASminer end user. Task Agents are agents that are spawned by User Agents in response to an end user data mining request; they exist until the data mining task they are directed to coordinate, whatever this might be, is completed. Task Agents are responsible for coordinating the response to an end user data mining request. They do this by interacting with existing agents within the MASminer environment, they typically do not generate a solution themselves. MASminer supports a number of different types of Task Agent (work is in progress to increase the number of such agents). In the context of this paper a clustering task agent will be spawned. Data Mining Agents are typically equipped with data mining algorithms of varying kinds, clustering algorithms with respect to the scenario under consideration. Data Agents "own" data, or more specifically act as communication conduits to and from data sources. Validation Agents are a special type of agent that performs validation operations on data mining results. In the case of the clustering scenario this will be to identify the most appropriate cluster configuration (in terms of the WGAD and BGD metrics described above) from a collection of such configurations.
To the above list of agents we can also add some house keeping agents. MASminer has been implemented using the Java Agent Development Environment (JADE) which comes with a number of house keeping agents, namely: the AMS (Agent Management System) Agent and the DF (Directory Facilitator) Agent. The first is used to control and manage the lifecycle of other agents in the platform, the second provides a lookup service to allow agents to register their services. This lookup service allows a Task Agent to identify the appropriate Data Mining, Data and Validation Agents required to complete a given data mining tasks.
A typical MASminer agent configuration is given in Figure 2 . The figure includes a User Agent, a Task Agent, several Data Mining Agents, a Data Agent and some house keeping agents. The directed arcs indicate communication between agents. Note that communication can be bidirectional or unidirectional. The MASminer agent configuration given in Figure 2 actually describes the clustering scenario of interest in this paper. The figure will be returned to in Section 5 where the MASminer clustering procedure is described in detail.
Within MASminer communication is defined by a "be-spoke" data mining ontology, OntoDM. Intra agent messaging is conducted using a sequence of communicatives. A sample set of MASminer communicatives, directed at clustering operations, is presented in BNF form in Table 1 . In the table the ... notation is used to indicate that there are further alternatives not included in the table for ease of understanding. From Table 1 it can be seen that, at a high level, an OntoDM utterances comprises one of the following: 1. A data informative, indicating a data set, coupled with a data mining request to perform a specific data mining task with respect to that data; typically sent by a Task Agent to a Data Mining Agent. 
Multi-Agent Clustering
MASminer is designed to act as a platform to support generic data mining. The data mining is implemented and coordinated according to the nature of the communications between agents. The process commences with the end user instructing their User Agent to perform a specific data mining task. This instruction is facilitated by a GUI included in the User Agent. The User Agent then spawns a specific Task Agent as directed by the end user's instruction.
MASminer is facilitated with a number of kinds of generic Task Agent. The generated Task Agent then interacts with the house keeping agents to identify those MASminer agents that may best contribute to the resolution of the given data Figure 2 where the directed arcs indicate communications between agents. With respect to data clustering, once the Task Agent has identified appropriate clustering Data Mining Agents (there are a sequence of N of these in Figure 2 ) the Task Agent requests the identified clustering agents to conduct the desired clustering with respect to the indicated data. Each clustering agent then communicates with the appropriate Data Agent (The Data Agent that has access to the indicated data source), as a consequence the Data Agent passes the data back to the clustering agent which then generates a set of clusters according to their specific clustering algorithm. The generated results are then passed to the Validating Agent, which determines the most appropriate set of clusters, according to some metric (experiments using WGAD and BGD are reported in this paper), and returns the "best" configuration to the Task Agent. The Task Agent then returns the result to the user, via the User Agent, after which the process is ended and the Task agent ceases to exist.
This process is illustrated in Table 2 in terms of the agent communicatives presented in Table 1 used at each stage. Note that the Table does not include communication with the house keeping agents or communication from the User Agent to the Task Agent as neither is conducted using OntoDM. Communication with house keeping agents is as dictated by JADE. Communication from the User Agent to the Task Agent is integral to the Task Agent spawning process.
Step The entire scenario has been implemented using the current JADE implementation of MASminer. Three clustering agents were included, each with a distinct clustering algorithm: (i) K-means, (ii) KNN and (iii) DBSCAN.
Evaluation
Evaluation of the multi-agent based clustering process, and comparison of the WGAD and BGD measures, was conducted using a sequence of pre-labelled ("classification") data sets from the UCI data repository [2] . The datasets used are all pre-labelled with class values, thus the results produced using MASminer can be compared with the known cluster configuration. Note that MASminer makes no use of these class labels, they are only used here to evaluate the outcomes.
With respect to the K-means algorithm, so that the number of desired clusters may be specified, we have used the number of classes given in the UCI repository (KNN and DBSCAN determine their own most appropriate number of clusters). The parameter used for KNN was a threshold, t, used to determine the nearest neighbour. The parameters used for DBSCAN were a minimum size (minPts) and density threshold ( ). The specific values used was dependent on the nature of the data set. For each data set a pair of experiments was conducted using the WGAD and BGD best fit measures respectively.
The results, using Kmeans, KNN and DBSCAN, are reported in Tables 3 to 5 respectively. Each row in each table includes the number of records in the data set and the number of classes generated. For every case the WGAD and BGD values are reported. Note that in Table 4 a separation (BGD) of 0.00 is recorded for the Lenses data set because KNN allocates all records to a single cluster! Across the data sets the the best (minimum) cohesion (WGAD) value is recorded as 1.17 using KNN on the Lenses data set. The best (maximum) separation (BGD) value is recorded as 96.64 using KNN applied to the P imaIndiansDiabetes data set. Table 3 . Muti-Agent Based Clustering Results using K-means algorithm Table 6 gives a comparison of the best clustering configurations when selection is made by; (i) minimising the WGAD, or (ii) maximising the BGD. Columns 4, 5 and 6 give the number of classes (column 4) produced with respect to the minimum WGAD value (column 5) which was obtained with respect to the given clustering algorithm (column 6). Similarly , columns 7, 8 and 9 give the number of classes (column 7) produced with respect to the minimum WGAD value (column 8) which was obtained with respect to the given clustering algorithm (column 9). It is interesting to note, from the Table, that there is little agreement (except in the case of the Y east and the P ima data sets) between the two metrics or the most appropriate algorithm. Table 7 gives the expected accuracy, using the three different algorithms and the same parameters as above, given the assumed "ground truth" configuration indicated by the class labels associated with the records. The accuracy is calculated as follows:
Where K is the number of clusters, m is the number of records and C i is the size (number of records) of the majority class for cluster i. Not that the accuracy produced is not dependent on the number of clusters. Thus if a given input data set is known to have three classes (x, y and z) and MASminer produces four clusters, the first two of which contain only examples of class x, the third contains only examples of class y and the fourth contains only examples of class z; then an accuracy value of 100% will be returned. Of course the "ground truth" accuracy presented in Table 7 may not represent the "best" cluster configuration, however the table suffices as a guide to what may be the most appropriate configuration. By cross referencing between Table 6 and Table 7 it can be seen that with respect to the Lenses, P ima and Car data sets both metrics identify the most appropriate clustering configuration (although not necessarily using the same algorithm). In three cases (W ine, Ecoli and Y east) neither approach finds the most appropriate cluster configuration. From the remaining four data sets WGAD operates most successfully in three of the four cases. An argument can therefore be made in favour of WGAD. 
Conclusions
This paper has described a multi-agent based approach to clustering. The motivation was two fold. The first was to provide a solution to the "best cluster configuration" problem, a challenging problem that the MASminer solution proposed in this paper goes someway to address. The second was to illustrate the operation of MASminer, a generic MADM that is currently under development, although a demonstration system is in operation (as illustrated in the foregoing).
To generate a best cluster configuration appropriate metrics are required. In this paper the authors have also reported on the use of two suggested measures, a cohesion measure (WGAD) and a separation measure (BGD). The experimental results indicate that an argument can be made in favour of WGAD.
Other than extending the functionality of MASminer, and the associated OntoDM ontology, the authors are currently investigating the use of alternative "best fit" clustering measures and combinations of such measures. The authors are also conducting further experiments using a wider range of data sets. However, the authors are greatly encouraged by the research results obtained to date and reported in this paper.
